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more leave than is medically nec-
essary. For example, an employee de-
siring to take leave in increments of 
four hours per day could be transferred 
to a half-time job, or could remain in 
the employee’s same job on a part-time 
schedule, paying the same hourly rate 
as the employee’s previous job and en-
joying the same benefits. The employer 
may not eliminate benefits which oth-
erwise would not be provided to part- 
time employees; however, an employer 
may proportionately reduce benefits 
such as vacation leave where an em-
ployer’s normal practice is to base such 
benefits on the number of hours 
worked. 

(d) An employer may not transfer the 
employee to an alternative position in 
order to discourage the employee from 
taking leave or otherwise work a hard-
ship on the employee. For example, a 
white collar employee may not be as-
signed to perform laborer’s work; an 
employee working the day shift may 
not be reassigned to the graveyard 
shift; an employee working in the 
headquarters facility may not be reas-
signed to a branch a significant dis-
tance away from the employee’s nor-
mal job location. Any such attempt on 
the part of the employer to make such 
a transfer will be held to be contrary to 
the prohibited acts of the FMLA. 

(e) When an employee who is taking 
leave intermittently or on a reduced 
leave schedule and has been transferred 
to an alternative position, no longer 
needs to continue on leave and is able 
to return to full-time work, the em-
ployee must be placed in the same or 
equivalent job as the job he/she left 
when the leave commenced. An em-
ployee may not be required to take 
more leave than necessary to address 
the circumstance that precipitated the 
need for leave. 

§ 825.205 How does one determine the 
amount of leave used where an em-
ployee takes leave intermittently or 
on a reduced leave schedule? 

(a) If an employee takes leave on an 
intermittent or reduced leave schedule, 
only the amount of leave actually 
taken may be counted toward the 12 
weeks of leave to which an employee is 
entitled. For example, if an employee 
who normally works five days a week 

takes off one day, the employee would 
use 1/5 of a week of FMLA leave. Simi-
larly, if a full-time employee who nor-
mally works 8-hour days works 4-hour 
days under a reduced leave schedule, 
the employee would use 1/2 week of 
FMLA leave each week. 

(b) Where an employee normally 
works a part-time schedule or variable 
hours, the amount of leave to which an 
employee is entitled is determined on a 
pro rata or proportional basis by com-
paring the new schedule with the em-
ployee’s normal schedule. For example, 
if an employee who normally works 30 
hours per week works only 20 hours a 
week under a reduced leave schedule, 
the employee’s ten hours of leave 
would constitute one-third of a week of 
FMLA leave for each week the em-
ployee works the reduced leave sched-
ule. 

(c) If an employer has made a perma-
nent or long-term change in the em-
ployee’s schedule (for reasons other 
than FMLA, and prior to the notice of 
need for FMLA leave), the hours 
worked under the new schedule are to 
be used for making this calculation. 

(d) If an employee’s schedule varies 
from week to week, a weekly average 
of the hours worked over the 12 weeks 
prior to the beginning of the leave pe-
riod would be used for calculating the 
employee’s normal workweek. 

§ 825.206 May an employer deduct 
hourly amounts from an employee’s 
salary, when providing unpaid 
leave under FMLA, without affect-
ing the employee’s qualification for 
exemption as an executive, adminis-
trative, or professional employee, or 
when utilizing the fluctuating 
workweek method for payment of 
overtime, under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act? 

(a) Leave taken under FMLA may be 
unpaid. If an employee is otherwise ex-
empt from minimum wage and over-
time requirements of the Fair Labor 
Standards Act (FLSA) as a salaried ex-
ecutive, administrative, or professional 
employee (under regulations issued by 
the Secretary), 29 CFR Part 541, pro-
viding unpaid FMLA-qualifying leave 
to such an employee will not cause the 
employee to lose the FLSA exemption. 
This means that under regulations cur-
rently in effect, where an employee 
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meets the specified duties test, is paid 
on a salary basis, and is paid a salary 
of at least the amount specified in the 
regulations, the employer may make 
deductions from the employee’s salary 
for any hours taken as intermittent or 
reduced FMLA leave within a work-
week, without affecting the exempt 
status of the employee. The fact that 
an employer provides FMLA leave, 
whether paid or unpaid, and maintains 
records required by this part regarding 
FMLA leave, will not be relevant to 
the determination whether an em-
ployee is exempt within the meaning of 
29 CFR Part 541. 

(b) For an employee paid in accord-
ance with the fluctuating workweek 
method of payment for overtime (see 29 
CFR 778.114), the employer, during the 
period in which intermittent or reduced 
schedule FMLA leave is scheduled to 
be taken, may compensate an em-
ployee on an hourly basis and pay only 
for the hours the employee works, in-
cluding time and one-half the employ-
ee’s regular rate for overtime hours. 
The change to payment on an hourly 
basis would include the entire period 
during which the employee is taking 
intermittent leave, including weeks in 
which no leave is taken. The hourly 
rate shall be determined by dividing 
the employee’s weekly salary by the 
employee’s normal or average schedule 
of hours worked during weeks in which 
FMLA leave is not being taken. If an 
employer chooses to follow this excep-
tion from the fluctuating workweek 
method of payment, the employer must 
do so uniformly, with respect to all em-
ployees paid on a fluctuating work-
week basis for whom FMLA leave is 
taken on an intermittent or reduced 
leave schedule basis. If an employer 
does not elect to convert the employ-
ee’s compensation to hourly pay, no de-
duction may be taken for FMLA leave 
absences. Once the need for intermit-
tent or reduced scheduled leave is over, 
the employee may be restored to pay-
ment on a fluctuating work week basis. 

(c) This special exception to the 
‘‘salary basis’’ requirements of the 
FLSA exemption or fluctuating work-
week payment requirements applies 
only to employees of covered employ-
ers who are eligible for FMLA leave, 
and to leave which qualifies as (one of 

the four types of) FMLA leave. Hourly 
or other deductions which are not in 
accordance with 29 CFR Part 541 or 29 
CFR § 778.114 may not be taken, for ex-
ample, from the salary of an employee 
who works for an employer with fewer 
than 50 employees, or where the em-
ployee has not worked long enough to 
be eligible for FMLA leave without po-
tentially affecting the employee’s eli-
gibility for exemption. Nor may deduc-
tions which are not permitted by 29 
CFR Part 541 or 29 CFR § 778.114 be 
taken from such an employee’s salary 
for any leave which does not qualify as 
FMLA leave, for example, deductions 
from an employee’s pay for leave re-
quired under State law or under an em-
ployer’s policy or practice for a reason 
which does not qualify as FMLA leave, 
e.g., leave to care for a grandparent or 
for a medical condition which does not 
qualify as a serious health condition; 
or for leave which is more generous 
than provided by FMLA, such as leave 
in excess of 12 weeks in a year. Em-
ployers may comply with State law or 
the employer’s own policy/practice 
under these circumstances and main-
tain the employee’s eligibility for ex-
emption or for the fluctuating work-
week method of pay by not taking 
hourly deductions from the employee’s 
pay, in accordance with FLSA require-
ments, or may take such deductions, 
treating the employee as an ‘‘hourly’’ 
employee and pay overtime premium 
pay for hours worked over 40 in a work-
week. 

§ 825.207 Is FMLA leave paid or un-
paid? 

(a) Generally, FMLA leave is unpaid. 
However, under the circumstances de-
scribed in this section, FMLA permits 
an eligible employee to choose to sub-
stitute paid leave for FMLA leave. If 
an employee does not choose to sub-
stitute accrued paid leave, the em-
ployer may require the employee to 
substitute accrued paid leave for 
FMLA leave. 

(b) Where an employee has earned or 
accrued paid vacation, personal or fam-
ily leave, that paid leave may be sub-
stituted for all or part of any (other-
wise) unpaid FMLA leave relating to 
birth, placement of a child for adoption 
or foster care, or care for a spouse, 
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